Abstract. We study non-paraSasakian paracontact metric (κ, μ)-spaces with κ = −1 (equivalent to h 2 = 0 but h = 0). These manifolds, which do not have a contact geometry counterpart, will be classified locally in terms of the rank of h. We will also give explicit examples of every possible constant rank of h.
INTRODUCTION
A remarkable class of paracontact metric manifolds (M, φ, ξ, η, g) is that of paracontact metric (κ, μ)-spaces, which satisfy the nullity condition ( 
1.1) R(X, Y )ξ = κ(η(Y )X − η(X)Y ) + μ(η(Y )hX − η(X)hY ),
for all X, Y vector fields on M , where κ and μ are constants and h = 1 2 L ξ ϕ. This definition, which may appear quite technical, arises from the deep and meaningful relationship between contact metric (κ, μ)-spaces and paracontact geometry. More precisely, it was proved in [7] that any non-Sasakian contact metric (κ, μ)-space accepts two paracontact metric ( κ, μ)-structures with the same contact form. On the other hand, under certain natural conditions, every non-paraSasakian paracontact ( κ, μ)-space carries a contact metric (κ, μ)-structure compatible with the same contact form ( [8] ). The class of paracontact metric (κ, μ)-spaces includes the paraSasakian ones (see [12] and [15] ) and the ones satisfying R(X, Y )ξ = 0 for all X, Y (studied in [16] ), among others.
There are some notable differences between a contact metric (κ, μ)-space (M, φ, ξ, η, g) and a paracontact metric ( κ, μ)-space ( M, φ, ξ, η, g ). First of all, while they satisfy h 2 = (κ − 1)ϕ 2 and h 2 = ( κ + 1) ϕ 2 , respectively, the first condition means that κ ≤ 1 but the second one does not give any type of restriction for κ because the metric of a paracontact metric manifold is not positive definite (see [2] for the contact metric case and [8] for the paracontact metric one).
Another difference is that, in the contact metric case, κ = 1 (i.e. h 2 = 0) is also equivalent to the manifold being Sasakian (and thus h = 0). However, there are paracontact metric ( κ, μ)-spaces with κ = −1 (and thus h 2 = 0) but h = 0. The first example of paracontact metric (−1, 2)-space (M 2n+1 , φ, ξ, η, g) with h = 0 was given in [5] for n = 2. Later, an example with arbitrary n appeared in [8] (constructed by deforming the contact metric structure defined on the unit tangent sphere bundle) and a numerical example with n = 1 was shown in [13] . It is worth mentioning that all these spaces have μ = 2 and rank( h) = n. Lastly, an example of 3-dimensional paracontact metric (−1, 0)-space with h = 0 appeared in [10] .
To our knowledge, no effort has been made to better understand the general behaviour of the tensor h of a paracontact metric (κ, μ)-space when h 2 = 0 but h = 0, which we will address in Theorem 3.2. We will study the form of the tensor h in this remarkable situation and we will later construct explicit examples that illustrate all the possible constant values of the rank of h (from 1 to n) when μ = 2. Finally, we will discuss the situation when μ = 2 and show some paracontact metric (−1, 0)-spaces with h = 0 in Examples 3.8-3.11. These are the first examples of this type with μ = 2 and dimension greater than 3.
PRELIMINARIES
An almost paracontact structure on a (2n + 1)-dimensional smooth manifold M is given by a (1, 1)-tensor field ϕ, a vector field ξ and a 1-form η satisfying the following conditions [12] :
(ii) the eigendistributions D + and D − of ϕ corresponding to the eigenvalues 1 and −1, respectively, have equal dimension n.
As an immediate consequence, ϕξ = 0, η • ϕ = 0 and the tensor ϕ has constant rank 2n. If an almost paracontact manifold is endowed with a semi-Riemannian metric g such that
Note that such a semi-Riemannian metric is necessarily of signature (n + 1, n) and the above condition (ii) of the definition of almost paracontact structures is automatically satisfied. Moreover, it follows easily that η = g(·, ξ) and g(·, ϕ·) = −g(ϕ·, ·). We can now define the fundamental 2-form of the almost paracontact metric manifold by
) is said to be a paracontact metric manifold. We can also define on a paracontact metric manifold the tensor field h := 1 2 L ξ ϕ, which is a symmetric operator with respect to g, anti-commutes with ϕ and satisfies hξ = trh = 0 and the identity ∇ξ = −ϕ + ϕh ( [15] ). Moreover, it vanishes identically if and only if ξ is a Killing vector field, in which case (M, ϕ, ξ, η, g) is called a K-paracontact manifold.
An almost paracontact structure is said to be normal if and only if the tensor N ϕ −2dη ⊗ξ vanishes identically, where N ϕ is the Nijenhuis tensor of ϕ: 15] ). A normal paracontact metric manifold is said to be a paraSasakian manifold and satisfies
for every X, Y on M . Unlike in the contact metric case, the condition (2.1) does not imply that the manifold is paraSasakian, as will be seen in Examples 3.8-3.11.
It was also proved in [15] that an almost paracontact manifold is paraSasakian if and only if
so, in particular, every paraSasakian manifold is K-paracontact. The converse holds in dimension 3 ( [9] ) and for (−1, μ)-spaces (which will be proved in Theorem 3.1) but we can construct explicit examples that show that these two concepts are not equivalent in general.
Example 2.1. Let g be the 5-dimensional Lie algebra with basis {ξ, X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 } such that the only non-vanishing Lie brackets are
If we denote by G the Lie group whose Lie algebra is g, we can define a left-invariant paracontact metric structure on G the following way:
A simple computation gives that h = 0, so the manifold is K-paracontact.
However, although R(X, ξ)ξ = −X for all vector field X orthogonal to ξ, straightforward computations give that R(X 1 , X 2 )ξ = −2Y 1 = 0, so the manifold does not satisfy (2.1). In particular, it is not paraSasakian.
Finally, we recall that a notion of D c -homothetic deformation can be introduced in paracontact metric geometry ( [15] ). Indeed, given a non-zero constant c, a D chomothetic deformation on a paracontact metric manifold (M, ϕ, ξ, η, g ) is the following change of the structure tensors:
Then (ϕ , ξ , η , g ) is again a paracontact metric structure on M . Moreover, Kparacontact and paraSasakian structures are also preserved under
PARACONTACT METRIC (−1, μ)-SPACES
We now present our main results. Proof. If M is paraSasakian, it is in particular a K-paracontact manifold, hence ξ is a Killing vector field.
Conversely, if ξ is a Killing vector field, then h = 0 and ∇ X ξ = −ϕX holds for every X on M ( [15] ). We also know from [14, p.259 
Therefore, it follows from the previous formula and from
hence equation (2.2) holds and the manifold is paraSasakian.
Then we have one of the following possibilities:
(1) h = 0 and M is paraSasakian
• The only non-vanishing components of g are
• and
where obviously there are exactly rank(h p ) submatrices of the first type.
If n = 1, such a basis {ξ, X 1 , Y 1 } also satisfies that
and the tensor h can be written as
Proof.
We know from Lemma 3.2 of [8] that h 2 = 0. We have now two possibilities.
, for all X, Y on M and ξ is a Killing vector field. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the manifold is paraSasakian.
Let us now suppose that h = 0. Since h is self-adjoint and Ker(η) is h-invariant, we have from [14, p.260 
, where V k are mutually orthogonal subspaces that are h-invariant and on which h |V k has a matrix of either type:
relative to a basis X 1 , . . . , X r of V k , r ≥ 1, such that the only non-zero products are
We will first see that the second case is not possible. Indeed, if there existed a subspace
If there exists a subspace V k such that h |V k has a matrix of type (3.2), then h 2 p X 1 = λ 2 X 1 + 2λX 2 + X 3 = 0, which is only possible if λ = 0 and dim V k = r ≤ 2. Let us distinguish between both subcases:
and
In fact, since Ker(η p ) is of signature (n, n) and the subspaces V i of the subcase (1) are of dimension two and signature (1, 1), then there is an even number of subspaces of this type, half satisfying g p (X i , X i ) = 1 and half satisfying g p (X i , X i ) = −1. Taking one of each type, for example Finally, since h| V i = 0 in the second subcase, the rank of h p depends on the number of submatrixes of the first type, which have rank 1. Therefore, rank(h p ) ∈ {1, . . ., n} at every point where h p = 0.
In dimension 3, the conditions over ϕ are the only ones that remain to be proved. First of all, ϕξ = 0 on every paracontact metric structure. Hence ϕX 1 = aX 1 + bY 1 , for some constants a, b.
It follows from g p (X 1 , ϕX 1 ) = dη p (X 1 , X 1 ) = 0 that b = 0, so ϕX 1 = aX 1 . On the other hand, ϕY 1 = ϕhX 1 = −hϕX 1 = −ahX 1 = −aY 1 , hence ϕY 1 = −aY 1 . We can then compute:
so a 2 = 1, and thus
which ends the proof.
Remark 3.3.
A paracontact metric manifold satisfying
for all X, Y on M , can be either a (−1, μ)-space with h = 0 (thus paraSasakian by the previous Theorem and μ is undetermined) or a paracontact metric (−1, 0)-space with h = 0 (not K-paracontact or paraSasakian). This last case is possible because (3.4) does not imply h = 0, as can be seen in Examples 3.8-3.11.
Let us now see examples of all the possible constant ranks of h that appear in Theorem 3.2. First of all, if h = 0, the standard examples of paraSasakian manifolds are the hyperboloids
and the hyperbolic Heisenberg group H 2n+1 = R 2n × R with the structures defined in [11] . Other examples of (η-Einstein) paraSasakian manifolds can be obtained from contact (κ, μ)-spaces with |1 − μ 2 | < √ 1 − κ, as seen in Theorem 3.4 of [6] . In particular, it was shown that the tangent sphere bundle T 1 N of any space form N (c) with c < 0 admits a canonical η-Einstein paraSasakian structure.
We can also construct paraSasakian examples by defining a paracontact metric structure on a Lie group: Example 3.4. (Canonical paraSasakian structure on the Heisenberg algebra). Let g be the (2n + 1)-dimensional Lie algebra with basis {ξ, X 1 , . . ., X 2n } such that the only non-vanishing Lie brackets are
the only non-vanishing components of the metric are
A straightforward computation gives that h = 0. Moreover, using properties of paracontact metric manifolds and Koszul's formula, we obtain that If we apply a D c -homothetic deformation to any of the previous paraSasakian examples, we obtain again paraSasakian manifolds ( [15] ).
Let us now construct some examples of paracontact metric (−1, μ)-spaces with h = 0. We will begin by adapting some paracontact metric (−1, 2)-spaces with h = 0 that appear in the literature and will afterwards construct explicitly (2n+1)-dimensional paracontact metric (−1, 2)-spaces with h = 0 such that rank of h attains all values in {1, . . ., n}. Lastly, the case μ = 2 will be discussed. 2) -space, rank(h) = n). We will begin with the examples that were presented in [8] . Let us take a flat Riemannian manifold M and construct on it the tangent sphere bundle T 1 M with its standard contact metric structure (ϕ, ξ, η, g), which satisfies R(X, Y )ξ = 0 for every X, Y on T 1 M (see [2] ). Then we can define a new structure by taking
which is a paracontact metric (−1, 2)-space (Theorem 3.4 of [8] ). We will now see the form that h 2 has on these examples.
Let us first take a ϕ-basis {ξ, X 1 , ϕX 1 , . . . , X n , ϕX n } of the contact metric (κ, μ)-space such that hX i = X i and hϕX i = −ϕX i (which exists because of [2] ). Then
, is a basis for which the only non-vanishing components of the metric g 2 are
In dimension 3, we also have Example 6.2 from [13] , which is a 3-dimensional paracontact metric (−1, 2)-space with h = 0 satisfying (3.1).
On the other hand, we can give examples using left-invariant paracontact metric structures on Lie groups of (2n + 1)-dimensional paracontact metric (−1, 2)-spaces with h = 0 and rank(h) = m ∈ {1, . . . , n}. 
. , n}).
Let g be the (2n + 1)-dimensional Lie algebra with basis {ξ, X 1 , Y 1 , . . . , X n , Y n } such that the only non-vanishing components are
If we denote by G the Lie group whose Lie algebra is g, we can define a leftinvariant paracontact metric structure on G the following way:
The only non-vanishing components of the metric are Moreover, by basic paracontact metric properties we obtain that
Therefore, R(X, ξ)ξ = −X + 2hX for every X orthogonal to ξ. Using Koszul's formula, we can compute ∇ X i Y j and ∇ Y i Y j for any i, j:
It follows that R(X
which is enough to conclude that the manifold is a (−1, 2)-space.
If we take m = 0 in the previous example, we will obtain a (2n + 1)-dimensional paracontact metric (−1, 2)-space such that rank(h) = n, as in Example 3.5. However, the construction of our manifold has been considerably different.
We can also change the Lie algebra and paracontact structure of Example 3.6 to obtain other possibilities. For example, in the particular case m = 1, we have the following one. , X 1 , Y 1 , . . . , X n , Y n } such that the only non-vanishing components are
The only non-vanishing components of the metric are
. , n.
A straightforward computation gives that hX 1 = Y 1 , hY 1 = 0 and hX i = hY i = 0, i = 2, . . ., n, so h 2 = 0 and rank(h) = 1. Moreover, by basic paracontact metric properties and Koszul's formula we obtain that
which is enough to prove that
Therefore, the manifold is also a (−1, 2)-space.
Note that all the examples constructed until now and most of the ones appearing in the literature of paracontact metric (−1, μ)-spaces with h 2 = 0 but h = 0 have μ = 2. Why is this particular value so important? First of all, given a non-Sasakian contact metric (κ, μ)-space, we can define two canonical paracontact metric structures on M , ( ϕ 1 , ξ, η, g 1 ) and ( ϕ 2 , ξ, η, g 2 ) , in the following way ( [5] and [7] ):
Moreover, these new structures are paracontact metric ( κ i , μ i )-spaces with
Therefore, κ 1 = −1 if and only if μ = 2, which is equivalent to ( ϕ 1 , ξ, η, g 1 ) being paraSasakian ([5, Th. 5.9] or Theorem 3.2). On the other hand, κ 2 = −1 if and only if
This means that the only possibility of constructing a paracontact metric ( κ, μ)-space with h 2 = 0 and h = 0 using these structures is to take the second one, which has μ = 2.
Another reason for which the value μ = 2 is special comes from the fact that applying a D c -homothetic deformation to a paracontact metric (−1, 2)-space gives us another paracontact metric (−1, 2)-space for any real c = 0.
What happens when μ = 2? Are there any examples of paracontact metric (−1, μ)-spaces with h = 0 and μ = 2? The answer is yes, as was shown in Example 4.6 of [10] for the 3-dimensional case. We will provide proof in dimensions greater than 3 in Examples 3.8-3.11. Before constructing them, note that, given a (−1, μ)-space with μ = 2, a D c -homothetic deformation with c = 1 − μ 2 = 0 will give us a paracontact metric (−1, 0)-space thanks to (2.4). Conversely, given a paracontact metric (−1, 0)-space, if we D c -homothetically deform it with c = 2 2−μ = 0 for some μ = 2, we will obtain a paracontact metric (−1, μ)-space with μ = 2.
Lastly, the rank of h and h coincides because h = 1 c h ( [8] ) and a simple change of basis will give us another one satisfying all the properties of Theorem 3.2. Therefore, it makes sense to concentrate on the μ = 0 case, which is also special because the paracontact metric (−1, 0)-spaces with h = 0 satisfy (2.1) but are not paraSasakian manifolds.
We can give examples using left-invariant paracontact metric structures on Lie groups of (2n+1)-dimensional paracontact metric (−1, 0)-spaces with h = 0. We recall that rank(h p ) ∈ {1, . . ., n} (Theorem 3.2) and we will first see the case rank(h) = 1. 
A straightforward computation gives that hX 1 = Y 1 , hY 1 = 0 and hX i = hY i = 0, i = 2, . . ., n, so h 2 = 0 and rank(h) = 1.
Moreover, by basic paracontact metric properties and Koszul's formula we obtain that
and thus

R(X
Therefore, the manifold is also a (−1, 0)-space.
To our knowledge, the previous example is the first paracontact metric (−1, μ)-space with h 2 = 0, h = 0 and μ = 2 that has been constructed in dimensions greater than 3. For dimension 3, Example 4.6 of [10] was already known.
Let us now see some other possibilities. In dimension 3, n = 1, so the previous example gives the only possible value of the rank of h. In dimension 5, we can construct an example with rank(h) = 2 in the following way: 
If we denote by G the Lie group whose Lie algebra is g, we can define on it a leftinvariant paracontact metric structure with
and whose only non-vanishing components of the metric are
We can check that hX i = Y i and hY i = 0, i = 1, 2, so h 2 = 0 and rank(h) = 2. Moreover, long but straightforward computations give us that the manifold is a (−1, 0)-space.
We show below examples of dimension 7 with rank(h) = 2 and rank(h) = 3, respectively. Higher-dimensional examples could be constructed analogously. 
A direct computation gives that hX i = Y i , i = 1, 2, hX 3 = 0 and hY i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, so h 2 = 0 and rank(h) = 2. Moreover, long but straightforward computations give us that the manifold is a (−1, 0)-space. 
If we denote by G the Lie group whose Lie algebra is g, we can define on it a leftinvariant paracontact metric structure with Lastly, we would like to remark that, although the first examples of h 2 = 0 but h = 0 appeared (quite naturally) in the context of paracontact metric (κ, μ)-spaces, it is not difficult to construct paracontact metric manifolds satisfying these properties which are not (−1, μ)-spaces. If we denote by G the Lie group whose Lie algebra is g, we can define on it a leftinvariant paracontact metric structure:
The only non-vanishing components of the metric are g(ξ, ξ) = g(X 1 , Y 1 ) = g(X 2 , Y 2 ) = 1.
Therefore, hX 1 = Y 1 and hY 1 = hX 2 = hY 2 = 0, so h 2 = 0 but h = 0.
Although R(X, ξ)ξ = −X + 2hX for all vector field X orthogonal to ξ, we can check that R(X 1 , X 2 )ξ = −2Y 1 = 0, so the manifold is not a (−1, 2)-space.
Remark 4.2.
Note that the previous Lie algebra coincides with the one of Example 3.7 for n = 2 (hence the form of h coincides) but that the construction of the paracontact metric structure is not the same, since both ϕ and g are defined differently.
